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A smart partnership to make you smarter: Infosim® 

welcomes ExperTeach for know-how transfer services 

 

Würzburg/Austin/Singapore, April 2nd, 2020 – Infosim®, provider of the market-leading 

unified network management platform StableNet®, is pleased to announce its partnership with 

ExperTeach GmbH. With its large team of highly-skilled IT training staff, ExperTeach specializes 

in developing impactful and effective strategies for knowledge transfer. The cooperation is a 

continuation of the commitment to StableNet® customers that they get the tools they need to 

unlock the full potential of their network management software.  

 

“With ExperTeach we are happy to have a competent StableNet® training partner for the 

countries of Germany, Austria, Switzerland and Benelux,” said Dr. Stefan Köhler, CEO of 

Infosim®. “With the help of ExperTeach, we can provide our customers and partners with a 

training partner that has extensive StableNet® know-how and consequently expand our 

training offer. We look forward to growing together!” 

 

As StableNet® continues to enjoy strong growth with both its Telco and Enterprise platforms, 

it is more important than ever to make sure that customers are getting the most out of their 

investment. The StableNet® “4-in-1 Solution” unifies key network management services 

(Discovery & Inventory, Network Configuration & Change, Fault & Root Cause Analysis, and 

Performance & Services), all built upon a single data source. With such a powerful tool, the 

partnership with ExperTeach means that, even as constant improvements and new features 

are incorporated into the platform, customers can rest easy knowing that an excellent and 

specialized training staff is on hand to help them out.  

 

"StableNet® is an exciting addition to our training portfolio. Thanks to our extensive 

experience with telco platforms, along with our existing customer relationships with service 

providers, we are confident in our ability to market StableNet® know-how very well in close 

cooperation with Infosim®," said Peter Keppler, Director of Business Development & 

Marketing for ExperTeach GmbH. 

With an ever-increasing portfolio of market leaders around the globe choosing StableNet®, 

the decision to find a trusted partner to offer training services was both important and 

necessary. With ExperTeach, Infosim® is confident it has found a perfect partner who shares 

its strong commitment to excellence and long-term customer satisfaction. 
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ABOUT Infosim®  

Infosim® is a leading provider of automated Service Fulfillment and Service Assurance 

solutions for Telcos, ISPs, Managed Service Providers, and Corporations. Since 2003, 

Infosim® has been developing and improving upon StableNet® for its Telco and Enterprise 

customers. Infosim® is privately held with offices in Germany (Wuerzburg - Headquarters), 

USA (Austin), and Singapore. Infosim® takes pride in the engineering excellence of its high 

quality and high performance products, made possible by its team of highly-skilled and 

committed employees. All products are available for a trial period and professional services 

for proof of concept (POC) can be provided upon request. 

 

ABOUT StableNet® 

Infosim® develops and markets StableNet®, the leading unified network management 

platform with a 4-in-1 solution that combines Inventory, Configuration, Fault, and 

Performance Management. It is available in two versions: Telco (for Telecom Operators and 

ISPs) and Enterprise (for IT and Managed Service Providers). Given the many operational and 

technical challenges of managing distributed and mission-critical IT infrastructures, 

StableNet® is the vendor-agnostic solution in today’s multi-vendor environment. 

ABOUT ExperTeach 

For more than 20 years, ExperTeach Gesellschaft für Netzwerkkompetenz mbH has been 

providing services in the IT sector. With headquarters in Dietzenbach near Frankfurt, 

ExperTeach focuses on consulting and individual know-how transfer services for IT experts in 

the sectors of networking technology and telecommunications. In Germany, Austria, 

Switzerland, and Benelux, courses are offered at scheduled dates in 15 training centers—

large-scale professional education projects are also carried out worldwide. In addition to the 

vendor-independent product line ExperTeach Networking, the service portfolio also includes 

courses for Cisco and 30 further vendors. 
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Infosim® GmbH & Co. KG 
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97074 Würzburg / Germany 

Mail:  info@infosim.net 
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